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Abstract— Humans have a rich representation of the entities
in their environment. Entities are described by their attributes,
and entities that share attributes are often semantically related.
For example, if two books have “Natural Language Processing”
as value of their ‘title’ attribute, we can expect that their ‘topic’
attribute will also be equal, namely, “NLP”. Humans tend to
generalize such observations, and infer sufficient conditions
under which the ‘topic’ attribute of any entity is “NLP”.
If robots need to interact successfully with humans, they
need to represent entities, attributes, and generalizations in a
similar way. This ends in a contextualized cognitive agent that
can adapt its understanding, where context provides sufficient
conditions for a correct understanding. In this work, we address
the problem of how to obtain these representations through
human-robot interaction. We integrate visual perception and
natural language input to incrementally build a semantic model
of the world, and then use inductive reasoning to infer logical
rules that capture generic semantic relations, true in this
model. These relations can be used to enrich the human-robot
interaction, to populate a knowledge base with inferred facts,
or to remove uncertainty in the robot’s sensory inputs.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the growth of robots interacting with humans, different
levels of environment understanding is required by the robot.
A robot acting in an environment has to deal with many
open questions, thus needs different levels of reasoning to
do a task. Usually, robots rely on their initial knowledge,
perception and their cognitive abilities to be able to un-
derstand and do reasoning in their situated environment. A
recently hooked topic to a better Knowledge-Based cognition
is dialogic interaction between a human and a robot, where
the robot captures fresh information about the environment
from a user through Natural Language. Information comes
from Natural Language together with visually perceived in-
formation, and a Knowledge Base (KB) lets a cognitive agent
reach different levels of understanding in the environment.

The first level of understanding can be seen as classi-
fication and detection on sensory inputs, e.g. detection of
objects in visual perception, or role tagging of lexical in a
sentence. The second level of understanding concerns find-
ing relations between different sensory inputs, e.g. finding
common attributes in language and vision. Some famous
problems such as symbol grounding [9] and anchoring [2]
concern finding correspondences in different sensory input
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modalities. A higher and abstract level of understanding
can be thought to find relations between the entities in an
environment. e.g. in a scene with a desk and a book on top,
some of the relationships between these are their relative
physical position and their semantics that shows how entities
(book and desk) are similar.

Understanding relationships between physical entities can
also be extended to the attributes of entities. Indeed the same
definition of the relationship between entities can be found
for the attributes. For example, when a user declares fresh-
ness attribute of ’apple-1’ is ’spoiled’(the value of freshness
attribute), as well as ’apple-2’ and ’apple-3’, but ’orange-1’
and ’banana-1’ are ’fresh’, a relation between the values of
freshness attribute exists which connects semantic of entities;
In this example, is that all apples are ’spoiled’, and the rest
of fruits are ’fresh’, with closed world assumption. (In this
paper attributes are in italic font, and ’attribute values’ are
in quotation marks.)

Relation and rules for attributes of entities can help a robot
that is interacting with a human in many applications. For
example when a user utters ”bring me a fruit”, using the rules
obtained for freshness attribute, the robot notices which fruits
are spoiled and which are fresh to eat. Such logical rules
between attributes let the robot realize that apples are spoiled,
apples should be thrown out, and added to the shopping list.
Moreover, the obtained rule for attributes can be used in
a robot’s low-level sensory input processing. Consider an
utterance where the user of our example is declaring that a
physical entity is spoiled, but the robot’s visual perception
has doubt whether the perceived object is apple or pear.
As the robot already found that all apples are spoiled and
other fruits are fresh, so the perceptual detection refines the
recognized object as the apple.

In this work, we propose a framework for learning logical
rules that represent relations between attributes in a semantic
model of the robot’s environment. Such logical rules help the
robot to find which attributes (e.g. properties of objects in a
scene) entail a specific attribute. A distinctive novelty of our
work is to generalize rules from a semantic model built via
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), through the integration of
visual and linguistic cues. Our framework goes all the way
from sensory input data to abstract First-Order Logic for-
mulas that describe abstract relationship between attributes
of entities in a scene. We focus on latent rules, which the
robot can capture implicitly when a human describes objects
to the robot. In other words, we do not require the user to
give rules explicitly to the robot, but rather we let the robot
find rules and do further reasoning based on self-computed
rules for improving its interaction with the user.



This paper continues with the review of related work, and
then in Section III the proposed framework is described, fol-
lowed by an implementation to demonstrate the viability of
the proposed framework in Section IV. In Section V results
of a test scenario are given, followed by the discussion about
the applicability of the framework. In the end, conclusions
of this work are drawn.

II. RELATED WORK

Our framework combines insights and techniques from
semantic scene understanding; from situated Natural Lan-
guage dialogue; and from Inductive Logic. Accordingly, in
this section we review some of the related works. Firstly, we
review some works around understanding a scene alongside
a sentence. Thereafter, we review works in the joint fields
of Natural Language and computer vision, with the focus
on their Natural Language understanding module. Lastly, we
discuss works that concern reasoning and Inductive Logic.

As Neural Network advancements achieved astonishing
results, a new trend started to understand a scene via objects
and their attributes in images. This trend aims to name
and detect objects, and describe the attributes and their
relationship in a scene [12]. The work described in [10]
focus on the state and transformation of objects in a scene
for understanding an image. Sadeghi et al. in [22] point
to depicted interactions for understanding an image. Some
works, for example the work described in [21], solely focus
on detection of the attributes from image, including learning
visual relations between objects in the image. Alongside
this trend, researchers advised to shift the task of object
recognition by names to recognition by descriptions [7];
which transforms the problems of finding attributes and
symbol grounding to the problem of Referential Expression
Grounding (REG). Some of the most promising works in
this field are [11], [18], [27], which try to find the referred
object, given a phrase that describes object via attributes and
interactions showed in the image. Despite the fact that all
of these works do their task based on attributes of objects,
they treat them as visual features for describing depicted
objects, which bound their domain of attributes to visually
perceivable attributes; In this work we extend the domain of
attributes by including attributes captured from dialog.

Linguistics have different points of view to attributes.
Some works extract the logical form of a sentence, through
semantic parser [13], [15], [6], [24]. The logical form that
is computed from a language may be used for obtaining
predicates from language, or obtaining attributes of a symbol
in a sentence. Some works use the combination of Natural
Language and computer vision. The work presented in [25]
captures semantic attributes from Natural Language, focused
on category of objects inferred from a visual classifier.
Pronobis et al. in [20] use attributes for resolving ambiguity
in semantic mapping, which the two attributes from Natural
Language are category and position of objects that are ex-
tracted by grammar parser. In [26], a framework for capturing
spatial relationships between objects and locations, inherited
from the dialog, for learning a human-centered model is

presented. Works that are dealing with maps are bounded to
understanding verbal position and category of objects. Also,
works that aim to capture more verbal attributes are using a
shallow grammar parser, inheriting from the dependency tree
of the sentence; they cannot capture attributes from different
linguistic expressions, where the dependency of words is
not so reliable, in most realistic cases. To overcome these
shortcomings, we follow our previous work [8], which can
capture seven different attributes from different linguistic
expressions.

Focus on attributes in knowledge representation is not
on capturing attributes from different input modalities, nor
grounding them to physical environment, but rather on the
relationship between attributes, and reasoning over attributes.
Rules are widely used as a way to express the relationship
between attributes. Inductive logic programming, born at the
intersection of machine learning and logic programming, is
widely used as a relational learning approach [17]. Inductive
Logic programming learns rules from positive and negative
examples, supported by background knowledge. The result-
ing rules should entail as many as positive examples, regard-
ing background knowledge, and as few negative examples as
possible [19], [3]. In most realistic applications there is not a
particular rule that includes all positive examples and avoids
all negatives at the same time: to address this problem, Raedt
et al. integrated probabilities with logic programming, both in
deductive [4] and inductive [5] reasoning. While these works
assume an initial knowledge base, in our work we use these
methods in a case where background knowledge, negative
examples and positive examples are created incrementally
from vision and dialog.

III. ABSTRACT RELATIONAL LEARNING FRAMEWORK

In this section, we formulate the third level of under-
standing to be solvable by existing methodologies. As we
have mentioned earlier in Introduction, the third level of
understanding concerns finding the relation between entities.
For a robot that acts in an environment, the third level of
understanding can be interpreted as finding the latent rela-
tion between attributes of objects in the scene, specifically
relations in the semantic model of the scene. We represent
the semantic model of a scene by a triple store, via an
Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model. In particular, we can
model objects in the robot’s surrounding environment as
entities and their attributes, where each attribute represents
a particular characteristic of an entity and it has a value.
Once the robot has found the EAV model of a scene, it can
attempt to understand the latent relationship between entities.
Fig. 1 shows the process of finding abstract relationships in
a scene, through Human-Robot Interaction. We divide this
process into two problems, firstly how to find EAV model
of the environment, and secondly, how to find a descriptive
language that captures existing relationships in EAV model.

A. EAV model of a scene

The problem of finding EAV model of a scene can be
translated into the problem of finding entities and finding
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Fig. 1. Finding abstract relations in a scene

their attributes. We consider entities in the scene reduced to
objects in the scene, where decent systems for robot’s object
detection exist. The robot visual perception not only can
recognize entities, but also recognize the attribute values of
each detected entity. Attributes such as color, category, shape,
etc. can be visually perceived via state of the art systems.
Following the fruit example in the introduction, the EAV
model of the scene is each individual fruit as entities and
freshness and category are their attributes. Creating an EAV
model for this example includes creating entities, and assign
values (’spoiled’, ’apple’, etc.) to each entity’s attributes.

There are attributes, like owner, that are either difficult or
intrinsically impossible to perceive by vision. Such attributes
may occur in Human-Robot Interaction, and the robot can
obtain information about their value from Natural Language.
Natural Language helps a robot to enrich its EAV model of a
scene via different attributes, even those that are not visually
perceivable, as restrictions that might apply to an entity.

Another source of attributes are ontologies, which can
provide a deeper notion of scene semantics. In general, an
ontology may contain many relevant attributes for an entity.
Although ontologies might be used in future works, in this
work we found visually perceived attributes and Natural
Language two sufficient sources for the EAV model of the
scene.

B. Inductive reasoning

The second sub-problem is to how to find the relationship
between attributes of entities. Such relationships may be
presented in different languages; We chose First Order Logic
(FOL) among possible languages for presentation, as it has
sufficient tools for interpretability and generalizability.

We can translate the EAV model of a scene as the robot’s
pieces of evidence (facts), and the relationship between facts
are sets of logical formulas that we want to obtain. This
computation can be done by Inductive Logic. In other words,
given some facts, the role of Inductive Logic is to arrive at a
formula, which should support given facts. In particular, the
given facts must include a set of positive examples, and a set
of negative examples, and the induced rule should include
all positives and avoid all negatives, as many as possible.
The inductive engine takes a specific pair of attribute and
desired value, name it query, and find other attributes which
entail the given query. An Inductive Logic engine can induce
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Fig. 2. Overview of the system.

a logical rule to describe sufficient conditions of an entity
to have a specific attribute value is to have certain attribute
values.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe an implementation of our
proposed framework, going from utterances and RGB camera
data to logic rules. The implementation diagram of our
proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 2. In short, the
Grounder module, chooses one object, whose attribute the
user is referring to. The KB Reviser module updates the
given attribute of the selected object. The implemented
Knowledge Base is a collection of all objects and their
attributes in EAV format, that is shared with Grounder, KB
Reviser, and the Inductive Logic module. The set of facts is
obtained from the computed EAV model of the scene, and
the output of FOIL (First-Order Inductive Logic) engine is
induced rules. In the following sub-sections, we describe the
details of each module.

A. Verbal attributes

Computing attributes from Natural Language is a difficult
problem, when different linguistic expressions have to be
taken into account. We use a frame-like structure similar to
FrameNet [1], as a means of language formalization. Such
formalization helps to find the attribute from frame type, and
its value from frame elements. In this work, our framework
can capture seven different attributes from language as:



ownership, functionality, restriction, weight, size, label, posi-
tion.For example, in the utterance ”the desk is broken”, frame
of this sentence is being operational, and the elements ’the
desk’ and ’broken’ are object and lexical unit, respectively.
In this example, the user is assigning functionality of the
’desk’ is not working by using ’broken’.

To this end, we use our deep neural model described
in [8] for predicting frame type and its elements in an
utterance. The input of this model is a sentence embedded by
ConceptNet Numberbatch [23]. The choice of Numberbatch
is because of the embedded information of ConceptNet
knowledge graph, which helps a system to be more flexible
for different linguistic expressions. The output of this model
is frame type and frame elements, which are formed as the
attribute and the attribute value.

B. Visual attributes

In this work we focus on two visual attributes, which
are category and color of the objects in an image. We
deployed the trained model described in [16], trained on
Google Open Images [14] by Fizyr1 group. This model can
predict up-to 500 different object categories, where some of
these predictions might be in the same region. To overcome
this, we applied a similarity threshold for predicted bounding
boxes, and choose the most confident detection for each
region of the image. The color of the objects is computed
based on HSV similarity between the color of the cropped
region and standard colors. The name of the recognized color
is chosen as the value of color attribute.

C. Grounder

We used a typical grounding methodology enhanced with
semantic similarity of attributes. The framework deploys the
grounding module when the user is referring to the location
of an object, e.g. ’the book on the table’. This referential
expression might have other attributes in addition of location,
such as label, color, size, and weight of the referred object.
Note that the label is different than the category, as the label
is a verbal attribute, and category is a visual attribute. The
problem of grounding is to find the most compatible object
with respect to the referential expression attributes.

As a result of [8], the neural model is trained on the
single-attribute sentences cannot effectively predict multi-
ple attributes in a sentence. On the other hand, referential
grounding concerns finding multiple attributes in one given
sentence. To overcome this problem and recognize multiple
attributes of an object in the sentence. We use SpaCy2

dependency tree of the sentence to extract the aforemen-
tioned attributes of the sentence. Let’s assume in a given
sentence, n attributes can be extracted as dial attra. Notice
that since dial attra are extracted from dependency tree,
we do not have the type (understanding) of the attribute, and
it can be seen as a symbol that describes the object. For
visual perceived objects, let’s suppose there are {n ∈ N}
detected objects in the scene, and each object might have

1https://github.com/fizyr
2https://spacy.io/

a ∈ A attribute as vis attrn,a, where n refers to a particular
object, and a belongs to the set of all attributes that has
been captured for that particular object in the KB. We use
the following formula to find the object in the scene most
compatible with the given utterance:

min
∀n∈N

{ 1

|A|
∑
∀a∈A

distance(dial attra, vis attrn,a)} (1)

Where the distance of vis attr and dial attr is the
cosine distance of the corresponding symbols in Number-
batch semantic space. This simple approach lets this module
ground referential expression to an entity with respect to the
similarity of attributes. For example, the symbol ’mug’ is
grounded to the object detected with the ’cup’ category, or
the symbol ’red’ is easily grounded to ’purple’ color if there
is no ’red’ in detected colors.

In the knowledge base, objects are represented as entities
and their attributes by unique ids. Once an object is selected
by the grounding module, the user can assign new attributes,
or update its attributes, using KB Reviser module. In other
words, KB reviser module takes the selected object and
verbal attributes, and update attributes of the selected object
in the KB.

D. FOIL engine

A FOIL engine takes positive and negative facts and
computes a general FOL formula that cover positive facts
and avoids negative facts, as many as possible. The input of
FOIL engine is the translated EAV model of the scene to
some positive and negative facts.

Translation of the EAV model to logic formulas is not
straight forward, and different approaches may be taken.
We translate an EAV model into two sets of facts; The
first set of facts define attribute values of entities as at-
tributeValue(attributeID), where attributeValue represents the
value that each particular attribute holds, and attributeID is
a dummy argument that will be grounded in the second set
of facts.

The second set of facts represents entities with respect to
the given query. Suppose the goal is to find a relationship
between entities that describes the condition for an entity
to have a particular ’value-p’ in an attribute. We form the
entities in the scene toward ’value-p’ as value-p(attributeId1,
attribteId2,...), which its Natural Language translation is the
condition for an entity in the scene to have a particular
attribute with value-p is the validity of attributeValue that
is linked via attributeIds.

We chose probFOIL [5] as FOIL engine among other
FOIL engines, as it has the possibility of computing fact
probabilities. Although we do not use this feature in our
current experiments, we plan to leverage it in future works
to account for the uncertainty in the data acquired from
perception. Let us describe the process of translation of the
knowledge base into probFOIL language. Suppose the scene
EAV model in the KB is:
[{objectId:obj1, category: apple, color:red, owner:harry},



{objectId:obj2, category: pear, color:green, owner:harry},
{objectId: obj3, category:pear, color:yellow, owner:hermoine},
{objectId: obj4, category:apple, color:yellow, owner:hermoine}].

We chose to model this knowledge into entities, attributes
and values, where entities in the knowledge are coded as
positive and negative examples of FOIL, and attributes of
entities are coded as the indices of predicates, and attribute
values are coded as argument predicates. Suppose we ask the
FOIL engine which objects belong to Hermoine, it should
arrive to a formula which indicates that objects that are
yellow belong to Hermoine. Notice that this query concerns
the problem of finding sufficient conditions for the owner
attribute to take the ’hermoine’ value. To this aim, we can
write the entities in the form of predicates, where the index of
each predicate argument corresponds to a particular attribute,
and the predicate arguments are the values corresponding to
the indices of attributes. So the positive examples of entities
can be written as:

1.0::hermoine(cat1, col3).
1.0::hermoine(cat2, col3).

and the negative examples of entities can be defined from
objects that belong to harry (the other owner in owners of
entities), which becomes:

0.0::hermoine(cat2, col1).
0.0::hermoine(cat1, col2).

where the argument of each entity predicate is declared in
value predicates as follows:

red(col1).
green(col2).
yellow(col3).
pear(cat1).
apple(cat2).

Notice that arguments of predicates (e.g. col1, cat1) are
meaning-less, and any arbitrary symbol can be used as
long as a value is represented with a unique symbol in all
predicates (e.g. all pears represented by cat1).

The setting of probFOIL contains the target, type, and
modes, where the target is obtained from the query (e.g.
hermoine/2, which is predicate/arity), type of arguments are
the name of attributes, and by mode, we forced probFoil
so that each argument should already exist when a literal is
added [5].

V. DEMONSTRATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we demonstrate an interaction between the
user and the system and discuss different applications of the
proposed system.

A. Showcased example

In this section, we describe a simple scenario which let us
discuss the feasibility of our proposal. Consider a scenario
where the user is describing the scene shown in Fig. 4. The
pepper visual perception of the scene is shown in Fig. 3.
The user is giving attributes through verbal interactions that

Fig. 3. Scene from Pepper view.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup (Top view).

is transcribed below. Note that different attribute relations
can be figured out by our system, where in this scenario we
just showed a simplified example that four out of 5 detected
objects are enriched by four attributes, while the blue cup
has only two attributes captured through visual perception.

Human
Hello.

Robot

Hi there!

the white mug on the table

I see, the white mug is on the table

i guess it is for mary

Got it! it belongs to mary

its label is kitchenware

Ok, I save it as kitchenware

the scissor on the table

I see, the scissor is on the table

also it is for mary

Got it! it belongs to mary

name it kitchenware

Ok, I save it as kitchenware



the tennis ball on the table

I see, the tennis ball is on the table

the label is toy

Ok, I save it as toy

it belongs to toby

Got it! it belongs to toby

the car on the table

I see, the car is on the table

it also belongs to toby

Got it! it also belongs to toby

save the label is toy

Ok, I save it as toy

A user can insert information about the objects in the
scene, through verbal interaction, and at each turn the
proposed system utters a template-based acknowledgment
utterance. Following the interactions, we can ask the system
to find relationships between different attributes. As an ex-
ample, if we ask the system which objects belong to ’mary’,
the system computes mary(A,B,C,D) :- kitchenware(C). This
formula shows that the sufficient condition for an object
to belong to ’mary’ is that it should have ’kitchenware’
label. Also if we query which objects has ’toy’ label, it
gives toy(A,B,C,D) :- toby(C). This formula declares that
any object that belongs to ’toby’ has ’toy’ label. Notice that
in these formulas, arguments A, B, C, D represent differ-
ent attributes that the system captured through interaction,
which are category, color, label, owner and location. In the
following sub-section, we discuss different applications of
our proposed system.

B. Discussion

Finding relations between attributes can be used for auto-
enriching attributes of the objects in a scene, or use the
computed formula to refine captured attributes. For example,
if we ask the system in this scene which objects are on the
table, since the location of all objects are ’on table’, it will
give the formula on table :- true, which means all the objects
are on the table; In other words, the location of the blue
mug can be inferred. Moreover, suppose the user assigns
’kitchenware’ to the blue mug; As the obtained rule indicates
that all ’kitchenware’s belongs to ’mary’, so the robot can
assume that also the blue mug belongs to ’mary’.

One of the interesting applications of this framework is
resolving ambiguities in robot’s sensory input; In particular,
the category of detected objects. Neural Networks can detect
objects in any region of the image, but detection is not
always reliable. Notice that usually, Neural Networks provide
multiple detected classes for a region in the scene, and
the standard approach is to choose the detection with the
highest confidence and ignore the rest. This scheme can
be improved when additional information about common

attributes is available. In other words, a logical formula
between attributes of objects can be used to find which
detection is the most probable one, even it might not have
the highest confidence of the Neural Network. For example,
consider a scene with four different white mugs, while three
of them are detected as mugs, and the other detected object
is 80 % bowl and 50% mug. In this scene, a logical rule
(e.g. mug(A):- white(A).) can show that all objects that are
white are mugs; Such a rule can help the robot to choose
the proper category with lower confidence. Although this
rule cannot be generalized to all white objects in the robot’s
knowledge are white, but with the proper configuration of
context and a rich representation of entities, this rule can be
reliable. For example if the mug is situated in the cabinet
of mugs, and entity attributes are shape: ’cylindrical with
handle’, color:’white’, position:’mug’s cabinet’, this logical
rule can be used in resolving ambiguity in robot’s scene
understanding.

The number of attributes plays a key role in this frame-
work. In particular, with a higher number of visually per-
ceived attributes, the inductive engine can unravel the rela-
tionships between entity attributes with less human effort. In
our setting, the perceived attributes are bound to color, and
category of objects, while a richer visual object annotator
can minimize the verbal interactions. The low number of
attributes becomes more conspicuous when there is high
diversity in attribute values. Consider the example of four
mugs in a scene, where each mug has different color. In this
situation the framework cannot figure out any rule between
category and color of objects.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a framework to compute
First-Order Logical formulas that represent latent relations
between entities in a scene semantic model. Our proposed
framework creates a semantic model of the robot’s environ-
ment, in the format of entities and attributes, from visual per-
ception and dialogic interaction with the user. This semantic
model is further used for finding the latent relations between
entities in the form of First-Order Logic. The obtained rules
specify which attributes entail a specific property in an entity,
and can be used by the robot for removing uncertainty in
sensory input, or to enrich its knowledge base.
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